The Philips Lifeline Cordless Phone
Communicator DT1000
The Philips Lifeline Cordless Phone Communicator integrates the Lifeline Service into a cordless phone
that is designed to help seniors stay connected with Lifeline, family, and friends.
This innovative Communicator gives your program an additional
solution to offer seniors and caregivers as they face the
challenges of aging, including deteriorating hearing, vision and
dexterity. The new Cordless Phone's buttons are easier to dial,
its displays are easier to see, conversations are easier to hear,
and it even works in a power outage.*
The Cordless Phone Communicator will help you acquire and
retain more subscribers and grow your program. It is a powerful
way to differentiate your program by being the first to offer the
only medical alert service integrated into a cordless phone.
Now you can offer subscribers what they can’t get anywhere else:
the peace of mind of the Lifeline Service with the convenience of
a cordless phone that is designed around their needs.

• Integrates the #1 medical alert service
into an innovative cordless phone
• Large buttons are easy to read and press,
making dialing easy
• A large, high-contrast screen displays Caller
ID or the number dialed, helping subscribers
have the conversations they want to have
• Advanced technology and volume
amplification on the handset/speakerphone
enable clear, audible conversations
• The lightweight, ergonomically designed
handset and base make it easy to pick up,
hold, and dock the phone
• Simple to use, with no complicated features
• The Lifeline Cordless Phone even
works during a power outage!

Medical Alert Service
Fully Integrated Medical Alert Service
The Communicator is seamlessly integrated
into the cordless phone.
Multiple-Subscriber Support
It works with up to eight Personal Help
Buttons, allowing you to offer Lifeline Service
to other members of the same household.
Attractive and Discreet
Seniors may more readily accept medical alert
service when the Communicator is discreetly
integrated into an attractive cordless phone.

Optional Accessories
Up to two accessories can be added.
Additional Handsets
Easily added anytime, they match the handset
included with the base phone and come with
their own charging cradle.
Cordless Voice Extension
This two-way speakerphone has a battery
backup and can be used for Help Calls,
regular calls, and Remote Call Answer.
Easy Installation
The Cordless Voice Extension and extra
handsets do not require a phone jack, giving
you and the subscriber the flexibility to place
them throughout the home.

Senior-Friendly Cordless Phone
Large Displays
Backlit, high-contrast displays are easy
to read for dialing and Caller ID.
Large Buttons
Easy to see and dial, the buttons enable
seniors with dexterity and vision challenges
to dial correctly.
Enunciated Dialing
Settings allows numbers to be spoken/
announced as they are dialed, which is helpful
for the visually impaired.
Handset Designed for Seniors
Lightweight, ergonomic design makes the
handset easy to pick up, hold, and dock
especially for subscribers with arthritis.
DECT 6.0
State-of-the-art digital technology provides
the clearest sound and least interference.

Easy to Hear
Speakerphone and handset have wider and
louder volume range than standard phones.
Ringer volume is also adjustable.
For the Hearing Impaired
Designed to work with hearing aids, it has
buttons and displays that flash when there’s
an incoming call.
Senior-Friendly Feature Set
We’ve streamlined features to just the
ones seniors prefer and made them simple
to use, including Call Waiting, Caller ID,
speakerphone, and a button to find a lost
handset.
Remote Call Answer
Subscribers can answer calls on the
speakerphone by pressing their Lifeline
Help Button.

Benefits for Programs
Minimal Pre-Installation Prep
Rechargeable battery does not need to be
charged before installation. Also, by pressing
a key combination, the unit will announce
learned button codes. The AutoLearn® selftest mode allows installers to easily autolearn PHBs, test button range, and perform
other phone functions.
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Simplified Installations
Activation Voice Prompts provide step-bystep guidance through the installation
process. Connections are clearly labeled
and color-coded.
Easy Troubleshooting
If there is a problem, the Reset button will
flash. When pressed, the unit will announce
and display the issue.
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Safety Features
Works in Power Outage
The cordless phone works during a power
outage. The battery backup provides up to
one hour of backup power for regular calls
and up to 30 hours for Help Calls.
Built-in Line Seizure
Even if the handset is left off the hook,
subscribers can still place a Help Call.
Automated Testing and Monitoring
The telephone line and AC power are
continuously monitored. The battery is tested
daily when operating on AC power and is
continuously tested when on battery power.
The unit will automatically alert the Lifeline
Response Center when the battery back-up
is low. Also, the Lifeline Response Center
can remotely reset the unit.
Specifications
Color:

Off-white

Size:

8.75" (22.2 cm) wide
4.5" (11.4 cm) tall
8" (20.3 cm) deep

Weight:

2.2 lbs

Power
Requirements:

120v 60HZ

Operating
Temperature:

32°F (0°C)
to 120°F (45°C)

Storage
Temperature:

4°F (-20°C)
to 140°F (60°C)

Agency
Compliances:

FCC Part 15 and 68,
UL 1637 / 1635, Industry
Canada RSS-210, CS-03

Surge Protection:

Significantly exceeds IEEE
std. 587 Surge Protection
Standard

Communications:

Automatic pulse or tone
selector

Compatible
Buttons and
Transmitters:

• Slimline Personal Help
Button (Model SN324)
• Classic Pendant Personal
Help Button (Model
CN324)
• Access™ package for
physically challenged
• SA 400 Wireless Smoke
Detector

Warranty:

2 years
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Button signal range may vary due to environmental factors.
*Requires working phone service; provides up to 30 hours
of backup power for Help Calls and up to 1 hour of power
for regular calls during a power outage.

